B1

Adjective - Adverb

AD007

Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets.

1. He looked at me __________________ when I interrupted him. (ANGRY)
2. Marty and Judith are __________________ married. (HAPPY)
3. I lost the game because I had been playing __________________. It was even ____________
than last season’s game. (BAD, BAD)
4. The boss is always __________________ -informed. There’s not much you can hide from
him. (GOOD)
5. My French isn’t very __________________, but I can understand him __________________ if
he speaks __________________. (GOOD, PERFECT, SLOW)
6. The film was __________________. I haven’t seen one as __________________ as that
before. (TERRIBLE, BAD)
7. Sue was __________________ upset about losing her job. (TERRIBLE)
8. Expensive hotels are often __________________ than __________________ ones.
(COMFORTABLE, CHEAP).
9. They discussed __________________ technical matters in the meeting. (HIGH)
10. Do you want to pay __________________? (SEPARATE)
11. They have to work __________________ for a living, but if you look at other people, they
__________________ work at all. (HARD, HARD)
12. The children behaved ______________, so they were allowed to go to the party. (GOOD)
13. It’s the _____________________ painting in the whole exhibition (VALUABLE)
14. I __________________ drove my car into the river. It was pretty __________________.
(NEAR, CLOSE)
15. The cook prepared an __________________ lunch for the guests. (EXCELLENT)
16. She had __________________ money to spend than last year (LITTLE).
17. __________________, Paris is quite a __________________ city. (OBVIOUS, LOVE)
18. Jerry is the __________________ student in my whole class. (BAD)
19. The man became __________________ when the guard asked him to leave. (VIOLENT)
20. The exam was __________________ easy. (SURPRISING).
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1. He looked at me angrily when I interrupted him. (ANGRY)
2. Marty and Judith are happily married. (HAPPY)
3. I lost the game because I had been playing badly. It was even worse than last
season’s game. (BAD, BAD)
4. The boss is always well-informed. There’s not much you can hide from him. (GOOD)
5. My French isn’t very good, but I can understand him perfectly if he speaks slowly.
(GOOD, PERFECT, SLOW)
6. The film was terrible. I haven’t seen one as bad as that before. (TERRIBLE, BAD)
7. Sue was terribly upset about losing her job. (TERRIBLE)
8. Expensive hotels are often more comfortable than cheaper ones. (COMFORTABLE,
CHEAP).
9. They discussed highly technical matters in the meeting. (HIGH)
10. Do you want to pay separately? (SEPARATE)
11. They have to work hard for a living, but if you look at other people, they hardly work
at all. (HARD, HARD)
12. The children behaved well, so they were allowed to go to the party. (GOOD)
13. It’s the most valuable painting in the whole exhibition (VALUABLE)
14. I nearly drove my car into the river. It was pretty close. (NEAR, CLOSE)
15. The cook prepared an excellent lunch for the guests. (EXCELLENT)
16. She had less money to spend than last year (LITTLE).
17. Obviously, Paris is quite a lovely city. (OBVIOUS, LOVE)
18. Jerry is the worst student in my whole class. (BAD)
19. The man became violent when the guard asked him to leave. (VIOLENT)
20. The exam was surprisingly easy. (SURPRISING).
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